Appendix I
We have performed a linear regression analysis to quantify the influence of subject specific geometry, fascicle twist angles and material parameters on tendon internal stress values using the method from our recent publication 1 . The subject-specific models in our study were generated by morphing an identical generic mesh so they have the same number of elements and nodes. We extracted stress values at numerical integration points (called Gauss points), which occupy the same material locations in each mesh. Then we compared the stress values at those Gauss points for different combinations by varying material properties, geometries and twist angles to see which parameter causes greatest variations in internal stress patterns.
Specifically, we tried the following two combinations-1) average material properties vs variations of material properties (by varying each parameter by their standard deviation value); 2) average geometry vs. subject-specific geometry (with average material property). Linear regression analysis was performed to determine how the slopes of the regression between stresses at Gauss points (von Mises stress) were influenced by each of above combinations. We also computed sensitivity values for each variation. Sensitivity was defined as the following according to the previous study by Anderson et al.
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The following plot shows that when material parameters were changed by their standard deviation, the slope did not change much, regardless of which parameter was varied ( Figure A1 , Left). On the other hand, the slope changed dramatically when the geometry was changed from average to subject-specific, indicating that different geometry will lead to different set of parameter values ( Figure A1 , Right). Moreover, when quantitatively compared using sensitivity values, the stress values were 10 times more sensitive to the geometry than material property values. This clearly shows that the source of variability in our material property optimization was subject-specific geometry and large variations in parameter values between subjects are necessary to capture the anatomical variations in subjects. Since each twist angle leads to different degrees of deformation and subsequent differences in stress pattern, this is reflected in the variations in optimized parameter values between twist angles ( Figure A2 ). As such, we have also performed a linear regression analysis and checked the influence of varying twist angle, specifically we compared stress values at Gauss points at no twist angle with different twist angles. As the plot shown below, the stress values are sensitive to the changes in twist angle, which resulted in different optimized parameter values at different twist angles. 
